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Abstract.  A 4-strap ICRF antenna suitable for plasma heating and current drive has been
designed and fabricated for the Alcator C-Mod tokamak.  Initial operation in plasma was
limited by high metallic impurity injection resulting from front surface arcing between
protection tiles and from current straps to Faraday shields.  Antenna modifications were made
in 2/2000, resulting in impurity reduction, but low heating efficiency was observed when the
antenna was operated in its 4-strap rather than a 2-strap configuration.  Further modifications
were made in 7/2000, with the installation of BN plasma-facing tiles and radiofrequency
bypassing of the antenna backplane edges and ends to reduce potential leakage coupling to
plasma surface modes.  Good heating efficiency was now observed in both heating
configurations, but coupled power was limited to 2.5 MW in H-mode, 3 MW in L-mode, by
plasma-wall interactions.  Additional modifications were started in 2/2001 and will be
completed by this meeting.  All the above upgrades and their effect on antenna performance
will be presented.

ANTENNA DESIGN

The antenna design represents an attempt to provide four vertical current
straps in a configuration that allows efficient heating as well as providing a
directed launched wave spectrum for current drive by modifying the current strap
phasing externally. A compact, segmented design was worked out that matched
the toroidal and poloidal plasma curvature and was capable of being passed
through the 20 cm wide vacuum vessel ports and assembled in situ.  Active
elements and feeds were designed to handle up to 4 MW power input.  The
antenna was installed in C-Mod in December, 1998, following checkout and
conditioning in vacuum up to 45 kV on the PPPL rf test stand.



FRONT SURFACE PLASMA-RF INTERACTIONS

Initial operation during July-December 1999 resulted in serious antenna
arcing accompanied by high levels of metallic impurity influx at heating power
levels above ~1.3 MW.  The antenna had been designed with segmented plasma
protection tiles at the top and bottom to simplify installation, but the segment to
segment impedance at the ICRF driving frequency was sufficiently high to
develop a voltage capable of arcing across these gaps under the local edge plasma
conditions.  Stainless steel straps were installed underneath the plasma protection
tiles to short the tile gaps during the vacuum vessel opening in February, 2000,
and have eliminated this problem.

The antenna’s plasma protection tiles were changed from the original
molybdenum to boron nitride to eliminate any remaining possible sources of
metallic impurities during the July-August, 2000, opening.  No deleterious effects
on plasma operation resulting from the boron nitride have been observed.

Antenna operation from September to December, 2000, revealed a new
front surface interaction limit.  Operation above 2.5 MW with (0,π,0,π) heating
phasing led to impurity injection that caused a discharge disruption.  Camera
images of ICRF operation revealed antenna side and corner hot spots that were
aligned along the edge magnetic field lines.  Inspection in January, 2001, revealed
slight misalignment of the protection tiles and exposed metal surfaces.  An
analysis of the hot spot mechanism suggests that the tokamak’s field line pitch in
front of the antenna results in nonzero rf magnetic flux linkage to tokamak field
lines connecting antenna surfaces.  The resulting rf electric field expels electrons,
and plasma neutrality results in ion acceleration leading to an enhanced sheath
potential.  During the January-April, 2001, opening all front protection tiles were
realigned with side tiles, all exposed metal surfaces were covered with boron
nitride or removed, and a central boron nitride septum was installed to reduce the
tokamak field line connection length.

INTERNAL PLASMA-RF INTERACTIONS

The February, 2000, opening revealed arcing along the direction of the
tokamak magnetic field between the high voltage portion of the antenna current
straps and adjacent resistive terminations of the Faraday shields.  Grounded
stainless steel cups were placed around the base of the Faraday shield rods to
protect the resistive terminations.  Subsequent inspections showed no damage.

All machine openings revealed extensive arcing between the striplines
feeding rf current to the antenna straps, in a direction along the tokamak edge
magnetic field.  The September-December, 2000, operating period indicated that
an effective stripline voltage limit of ~15-20 kV limited the antenna heating
power to ~2.5 MW.  The striplines had been designed with E||B in order to utilize
the central mechanical support septum electrically as well and achieve maximum



compactness, but a redesign was made during the January-April, 2001, opening,
which was able to reorient the striplines to an E⊥B configuration and increase all
high voltage gaps in order to reduce local electric fields.

BACKPLANE-WALL INTERACTIONS

Arcing was observed from the antenna backplane to the vacuum vessel
during the July, 2000, opening, although both components are nominally at
ground potential.  Again the inductance of parts of the antenna structure allowed
sufficient rf voltage to develop as the result of induced currents to generate arcs in
the edge plasma.  Anomalously high loading was observed in the operating period
prior to this opening.  The loading as well as low heating efficiency were
observed during full 4-strap antenna operation, but were absent when the outer
two straps were grounded and only the center two straps were energized.  One
possible explanation for these observations was rf power leakage through the
backplane induced voltages to the edge plasma.  The top and bottom edges of the
antenna backplane were shorted to the vacuum vessel with stainless steel sheets,
while the ends were shorted with multiple arrays of ceramic capacitors mounted
in the vacuum, in order to avoid disruption current damage.  This modification did
not influence the observed heating efficiency.

PHASING ISSUES

After iterations and corrections in the phasing instrumentation and
external resonant loop modeling, the 4-strap antenna heating efficiency was
finally brought up to the same level as the older two 2-strap antennas by
compensating for the additional, although short, length of feed stripline to the
outer two straps, as compared to the inner two straps.  This improvement was
determined and implemented during the September-December, 2000, operation.

FAULT DETECTOR ISSUES

Each machine opening had revealed extensive internal antenna arcing,
with arc pitting appearing to be the result of kJ faulting.  Arc detector thresholds,
based on the ratio of reflected to forward power, were continually checked and
periodically lowered, bur arc damage continued.  An increase in the digitization
rate of power waveforms to 1 MHz during arcs at the end of the September-
December, 2000, operation indicated a very slow (~0.25 ms) rise in reflected
power during an arc under plasma operation, suggesting that the antenna circuit
has been loaded to a low Q state by the plasma coupling.  Changes in the voltage
phase signals were found to be fast (µs) however, and appropriate channels have
been added to the transmitter block gates.



UPGRADE CHRONOLOGY

1. Installed low inductance electrical connection between tile backing plates to
eliminate arcing between plates (1-3/2000).
2. Protected ceramic washer assembly at ends of Faraday screen with stainless
steel cups to eliminate arc damge from current straps (1-3/2000).
3. RF-bypassed ends of antenna backplane to eliminate arcing to vacuum vessel
(7-8/2000).
4. Replaced molybdenum protection tiles with boron nitride to reduce metallic
impurity influx (7-8/2000).
5. Aligned protection tiles and modified fastener assembly (7-8/2000, 1-3/2001).
6. Adjusted resonant loops for proper current strap phasing (9-10/2000).
7. Improved and expanded arc protection circuitry (1-3/2000, 10/2000, 1-4/2001).
8. Installed central boron nitride septum to reduce electric field along magnetic
field lines in front of antenna (1-3/2001).
9. Rotated feed striplines to reorient E⊥B (1-3/2001).
10. Increased stripline spacing from 1.0 cm to 1.5 cm to reduce electric field (1-
3/2001).
11. Increased clearance of stripline to current strap feedthrough to reduce local
electric field (1-3/2001).
12. Added B probes to monitor antenna strap current balance (1-3/2001).
13. Added ability to monitor pressure behind antenna (1-3/2001).
14. Added ability to monitor arc light behind antenna (1-3/2001).

ANTENNA PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

C-Mod has presented a challenge to install a high power (~4 MW) 4-strap
ICRF antenna in a tight space.  There exists high edge neutral pressure, 0.1–1
mTorr, and four 1 MW feed lines have been passed through a 20 cm wide port.  In
1999 initial operation was limited by severe arcing and metallic impurity influx to
~1.3 MW.  During 4-7/2000 operation power came up to ~2.5 MW, but abnormal
loading was detected, and heating efficiency was found to be low when
configured as a 4-strap antenna.  During the 9-12/2000 operation power came up
to 2.5 MW with efficient heating in both 2-strap and 4-strap configurations, but
ultimate performance was limited by plasma-rf interactions in front of the antenna
and stripline arcing behind the antenna.  Major upgrades were performed 1-
3/2001, and operation is presently starting again.
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